The Surtec Automatic T-Bar Applicator provides a more efficient, faster and safer method for application of floor coatings and sealers to most floor surfaces. The Surtec Automatic T-Bar Applicator is comfortable and easy to use, and can be used for both waterborne and solvent borne seals.

The Automatic T-Bar Applicator is the answer for coating or sealing all types and sizes of floors. Superior results are achieved by the controlled application of seal from the center of the T-Bar head. The end result will be faster and consistently better application than conventional “pour can & T-bar” methods.

**Features**

- Backpack tank assembly weighs only 24 lbs when full to its two gallon capacity.
- Chemically resistant tack eliminates the problem of corrosion and contamination
- Tank is securely mounted to a contoured scuba back pack with soft, easily adjustable straps for comfort and ease of movement
- Heavy-duty plunger has chemically resistant Viton seals for long-life dependability
- Finger Touch Control Valve allows the operator to easily control the amount of sealer dispensed

**Specifications**

- Model: IA53010
- Tank Capacity: 2 Gallons
- Applicator Width: 18” & 24”
- Chemically Resistant Viton Seals
- Weight (full tank): 24 lbs.
SURTEC AUTOMATIC FINISH & SEAL APPLICATORS

Item # IA53020
Automatic Mop Applicator System Complete
Complete system includes the tank & harness assembly with “chem-oil” hose, viton fittings and trigger control valve, feeder handle with quick disconnect and (2) ea. 24 oz. automatic mop heads.

The automatic mop handle has a hollow core allowing the finish to pass directly into the specially designed screw-on connection into the mop head. The finish is distributed under pressure by the internal manifold to a synthetic sponge material which dispenses the finish evenly within the mop head for application to the floor. Any floor that can be finished with the conventional mop, bucket and wringer can be done in half the time with the Automatic Mop System.

Item # IA53030
Micro Fibre Applicator System Complete
Complete system includes the tank & harness assembly with “chem-oil” hose & trigger control valve, feeder handle with quick disconnect, micro fibre wick applicator frame and a 26” micro fibre applicator head.

The patented feeder bar evenly dispenses water based finish through the micro fibre applicator head to the floor for a completely even application of water based floor finishes in thin to medium coats with total control.

Item # IA53000
Original Water Base Applicator System Complete
Complete system includes the tank & harness assembly with “chem-oil” hose & trigger control valve, feeder handle with quick disconnect attachment and standard wick applicator frame and specially designed “dust mop” type applicator head assembly.

The patented feeder bar evenly dispenses water based finish into the specially designed applicator head. The wicking action of the applicator head allows the operator to apply a 26” path of finish evenly, with total control. The water based finish applicator system reduces finish time in open areas by up to 75%.

Item # IA53010
T-Bar Applicator System Complete
Complete system includes the tank & harness assembly with “chem-oil” hose & trigger control valve, feeder handle with quick disconnect attachment, weighted, 24” T-Bar with distribution spout & (2) ea 24” T-Bar Universal water & solvent sleeves.

Apply virtually any one-part water based or solvent based sealer or coating with the new T-Bar applicator head. No more need to do the back breaking job of pouring coatings from a bucket when using this unique applicator. With the T-Bar applicator head, a two-person job turns into a one-person job. Enjoy the productivity while applying a more consistent and even coat of sealer.
AUTOMATIC FINISH & SEAL APPLICATOR ACCESSORIES

Item # IA55020
Applicator Tank Assembly
Includes the tank, pump, back pack harness assembly, hose and valve.

Item # IA55015
Micro Fibre Frame Assembly
Complete head assembly with feeder manifold to inject finish into the applicator pad. For use with Micro Fibre Pad.

Item # IA55001
T-Bar Head Assembly
Weighted 24” T-Bar head assembly with center feeder manifold. For use with universal T-Bar sleeve (right).

Item # IA55005
Applicator Frame Assembly
Complete head assembly with feeder manifold to inject finish into the applicator head. For use with water-base head.

Item # IA55040
Tray Only
Drip tray for use with Micro Fibre System or Water Base Applicator System.

Item # IA55030
Handle Assembly
Includes: one handle with quick disconnect and rubber guard (both ends shown).

Item # IA54030
Micro Fibre Replacement Pad
Micro fibre pad for use with the micro fibre frame assembly (shown at left).

Item # IA54010
24” Universal T-Bar Sleeve
24” Universal sleeve for one part water-base or solvent-base seals. For use with weighted T-Bar Head Assembly.

Item # IA54000
Water-base Applicator Head
Replacement applicator head for water-base seals and floor polishes. For use with Applicator Frame Assembly.

Item # IA54020
Automatic Mop Head
Replacement 24 ounce mop head with internal manifold and feeder pouch.

Surtec Has the ‘Solutions’ for Your Maintenance Problems!
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